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Visual Sources in the History of Sports: Potential, 
Problems, and Perspectives with Selected  
Examples of Sporting Art 
Michael Krüger ∗ 
Abstract: »Bildquellen in der Sportgeschichte: Möglichkeiten, Probleme und 
Perspektiven der Interpretation anhand ausgewählter Beispiele der bildenden 
Kunst«. The paper considers the relevance and use of a specific sort of visual 
source in sport history referred to as sporting art. After some theoretical reflec-
tions on sport, sporting actions, and their perception and conversion by the 
media, the term sporting art is explained and discussed. Following, selected ex-
amples are described, analyzed historically, interpreted and contextualized in 
detail. The focus is on examples of sporting art in Germany and the former 
German Democratic Republic. 
Keywords: Visual sources, sporting art, cultural history, art history, Germany, 
German Democratic Republic. 
 
Sport is a phenomenon of modern societies, but based on anthropological and 
universal facts like the nature of the human body and the ability to perform 
complex movements and performances. The genesis of modern sport is usually 
regarded as occurring during the 18th and early 19th centuries in Europe. Ac-
cording to scholars like Norbert Elias, Eric Dunning, and Allen Guttmann, who 
tried to differentiate between pre-modern patterns of body exercises, move-
ment, and play on the one hand, and “the nature of modern sport” on the other, 
one major difference seems to be that modern sports are conveyed and trans-
mitted to a wider audience, and received and commentated by public media. 
Consequently, historical research on sports as a phenomenon of modern socie-
ties, is able to draw on a complex range of sources and documents, similar to 
other phenomena of recent and contemporary history. Photos, films, and further 
visual sources are fundamental for a better understanding of the development 
of sports as a phenomenon of modern societies (Guttmann 2004 [1977]; Elias 
and Dunning 1986; Huggins 2015).  
The iconic or pictorial turn is regarded as a crucial subject of the “New Cul-
tural History” (Burke 2010; Maar 2005; Landwehr 2009). The attention paid to 
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and the debate on visual sources promise new, innovative knowledge about 
sport and sport history in its context as cultural history. Therefore, visual 
sources in the history of sports should be accorded greater relevance, simply 
because sport is basically non-verbal, and sporting acts are mainly visual per-
formances. In modern times, sport is becoming a subject of social and public 
relevance through its conversion into verbal communication, including paint-
ing, film, and photography. However, we should bear in mind the difference 
between the sporting act (or action) itself and that of communication about and 
on sport by various media.  
The following paper will discuss the relevance and use of a specific sort of 
visual source in sport history referred to as sporting art. What sporting art 
means will be explained later, before selected examples are described, analysed 
historically, interpreted, and contextualized in detail. The focus will be on 
examples of sporting art in Germany or in former East Germany.  
As an introduction, some general, theoretical reflections on sport, sporting 
actions, and their perception and conversion by the media are made, in order to 
understand how various sources including visual ones, tell rather different 
stories on sport. 
1.   Introduction – Sports Facts and Fakes  
For historians in general, and specifically for sport historians, both the pro and 
con are that they cannot refer directly and literally to the act of movement in 
sports, but only to texts and images, or in general, to sources. What we are 
trying to research in sport history is never first hand, but always second-hand 
sport. Our image or remembrance of movement and sport is principally filtered 
by the media. The question is how far or near are the facts of real life or real 
sport to those conveyed by various media. 
These considerations remind us of the current and broader discussion on 
facts and fakes. The “word of the year” for 2016 in Germany was “postfak-
tisch” – facts beyond the facts,1 reflecting the general and worldwide debate on 
the media. Since the rise of web-supported social media, the exclusive right of 
the classic media to convey facts, or their claim to reflect reality and tell the 
truth, is constantly and increasingly being challenged. Social media are con-
structing “fake news” or “alternative facts,” to cite in a different context some 
famous words from Kellyanne Conway, counsellor of US-president Donald 
Trump. She had been asked for the reason why the number of visitors at the 
inauguration of Mr. Trump was perceived and reported completely differently 
by the White House speaker, compared to the traditional media. She answered 
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that the White House tells “alternative facts.” The basis of these facts and their 
alternatives were, among others, different photos, the one implying that only a 
few visitors were gathering for the celebration, and the other showed a huge 
crowd.2 Pictures can tell lies, and the old saying “the camera never lies,” clear-
ly no longer applies, assuming that it ever did.  
There is a difference between fake news and alternative facts, in that pro-
ducers of fake news are always aware of their lies. The intention to deceive the 
public is typical of fakes, whereas alternative facts may merely reflect various 
perceptions and assessments of the same reality. In his campaign, Trump had 
harshly attacked the traditional media for their journalistic work. His criticism 
is that the media would not report the truth but their truth, alternatively ex-
pressed, the truth of the educated establishment of the USA. In Europe and 
Germany, right-wing parties and politicians argue in a similar manner. The 
“quality press” is called the “Lügenpresse” – press of lies – meaning that the 
established press keeps quiet about or twists and manipulates the “truth” in 
favour of the educated classes. The working class of “normal people” are alleg-
edly not respected by the established media.3 In fact, it is not exactly news that 
there is not one reality and even less one truth. It is nevertheless surprising that 
this criticism of manipulating and deceiving the public about reality is directed 
to those very societies and their media claiming to be free, independent, and 
respecting the diversity of press, media, and basically opinions.  
However, the international dispute on fakes, facts, and alternative facts is 
rooted deeper in philosophical questions on what and how we can perceive and 
understand reality. The German philosopher of the Enlightenment, Immanuel 
Kant (1724-1804), posed these fundamental questions in his three criticisms of 
rationality (Weltecke and Koester 2011). Ultimately, his ideas considered the 
status of philosophy and science in modern societies since the age of Enlight-
enment, when there was not one truth proclaimed by priests and ideologists, but 
in fact, a discourse based on various facts and rational arguments. Jürgen Ha-
bermas, standing in the long queue of Kant’s followers, argued with the “dis-
course without power” (herrschaftsfreier Diskurs) as a precondition of the 
search for knowledge and truth, which are indeed the fundamental obligations 
of science, research, and education (Habermas 2014). The function of scientists 
and scholars in these societies is no less than that of checking diverse facts and 
striving towards the ultimate truth. The attack of Trump and other populist 
leaders in the world against the media, sometimes including academics, is that 
powerful media makers could create a new regime based on manipulated public 
opinion.  
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wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_Fakten> (Accessed April 2, 2017). 
3  <https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%C3%BCgenpresse> (Accessed April 2, 2017). 
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This discourse and the development of modern societies, including their 
media diversity, demonstrate that scholarly debates should consider more in-
tensively and critically the role of various media in the process of constructing 
and deconstructing reality and truth. Although sport and sport history are prob-
ably of less relevance for the problems of the “post-factual age” (postfaktisches 
Zeitalter), media remain crucial for our perception and understanding of what 
is really going on in and about sports.  
2. Facts, Fakes, and Myths on Doping 
One major example is the doping issue. Apparently, there is a gap between the 
reality of sports, doping in sports, and its image in the media. This example 
also tells us of facts or fakes in the never-ending story of performance en-
hancement in sports, but rooted in very different sources and perceptions 
(Reinold 2016; see also Dresen et al. 2015; Hertling and Patzphal 2011). The 
doping issue may also be an example for the myth that only the sporting act 
itself is real and true. Spectators or even competent observers of a sporting 
event cannot possibly observe whether the athletes have doped or not. Some-
times, they can reasonably assume that they are indeed doped when female 
athletes look like male athletes, or when female swimmers talk with deep, male 
voices, as occurred in 1977, when the coach of the female swimming of the 
GDR was asked why the female swimmers had such deep voices. His remarka-
ble response was that the athletes’ task was not singing, but swimming.  
The South African runner Mokgadi Caster Semenya, winner of the gold 
medal in 800m female run in Rio de Janeiro 2016, looked like a doped female 
athlete. However, she was not. Her case clearly shows that visual perceptions 
are by no means neutral but filtered by valuing associations or connotations. 
Spectators are generally informed only subsequently about doped athletes by 
the media, sometimes years after the event and after the doping test. Confront-
ed with information that an athlete had doped, the public inevitably feel de-
ceived. In fact, the sporting act itself may be a kind of fake, as happened, for 
example, with the spectacular victory of Ben Johnson in the 100-meters finals 
of the Olympics in Seoul 1988, or with seven Tour de France triumphs of 
Lance Armstrong and its subsequent detection as a huge doping fraud.  
What we see with our own eyes is not always identic to the real sport. Our 
eyes do not always tell the truth. Sport spectators can only see and hear with 
their eyes and ears what happens in front of them, but not what goes on behind 
the scene. A fake can only be uncovered by doping tests and then exposed by 
the media. There were, however, many positive doping tests in the past which 
were not made public. For the public, the performance of the athlete remains an 
authentic fact. Furthermore, there are probably many doped athletes who have 
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never tested positively. Although their performance is a fake, according to the 
rules, it remains ‘fact’ in the public awareness. 
In sum, sport scholars, sport scientists, and sport historians are well advised 
to reflect and consider critically the significance of media reports and various 
sources for the study of sports. According to Norbert Elias, scholars ought to be 
“Mythenjäger” – hunters of myths, looking for evidence and critically evaluat-
ing sources and documents (Elias 2013). There are important differences be-
tween media, sources, and documents. The process of filtering, and in conse-
quence the variation and conveyance of the sporting act itself by media and its 
meaning, may be more or less strong, depending on the type of media – words, 
texts, images, films, arts, reports, journals, TV, digital media, etc. – as well as 
on the context. 
3. Understanding Verbal and Visual Sources 
Visual sources like photos and films seem to be closer to reality than verbal 
documents. We believe rather what we have seen with our own eyes than what 
we are told. Language is indeed a more complex and abstract process of pro-
cessing reality for use of our intelligence, than using our eyes and ears as pri-
mary means of perception. Language, words, terms, grammar, and so on are all 
abstract symbols of both the reality and our ideas (Chomsky 2007). We believe 
that perceptions by senses are more authentic than words. However, as modern 
neuro-scientific research claims, visual perceptions can be deceptions, just as 
much as verbal communication. Furthermore, one’s memory of experiences 
causes additional deformations of what really happened or what we have really 
witnessed. On the one hand, misunderstanding is part of every form of percep-
tion, memory, and communication. But on the other hand, the opportunity 
created by communication is also that of discussing various perceptions, mem-
ories, and understandings which opens the door to facts and reality. That is, 
after all, why courts of law attempt to find the truth by checking various per-
ceptions, memories, and evidence. 
What does this imply for sport history and visual sources in this context? In 
a sense, historians are like judges who are obliged to evaluate critically various 
perceptions, sources, documents, and memories. And finally, historians should 
come closer to the truth, or, to cite some famous words of the historian Leopold 
von Ranke (1795-1886), one of the founders of the scholarly art of history in 
Germany, when explaining the obligation of historians to “show what really 
happened” (Ranke 1885, 7). Of particular relevance is the one word “eigent-
lich” (really or actually), meaning that reality and truth are more than a mere 
collection of sources, or related to visual sources, a picture itself does not tell 
the truth. A competent observer is needed to interpret and understand it. Only 
the creative ‘performance’ of the historian produces sense in history. However, 
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the difference between historians and judges is that the former should not judge 
what is right or wrong, but just check the facts and tell the truth – according to 
Ranke and other wise scholars of historism. 
Sport historians attempt to explain and understand sporting acts as a first-
hand experience by using second-hand sources of various media. An initial task 
is to differentiate between various levels during the process of converting 
sports, sporting acts, and sporting events into public discourses which are then 
condensed into sources. Scholarly analysis, reflection, and interpretation are 
ultimately the job of the sports historian. Methods of providing a better under-
standing of sporting acts in history or sports as cultural history, are related to 
classical hermeneutics and phenomenology, as developed by German scholars 
like Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) and Hans Georg Gadamer (1900-2002). 
Originally, hermeneutics was the classic method for interpreting texts. The 
“science of history,” in German called historism (Historismus), was grounded 
in the hermeneutic method of understanding historical texts and documents. 
Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911), who is respected as the founder of German 
Geisteswissenschaften (arts or humanities), established the method of herme-
neutics to explain and understand all manner of cultural products, not only 
texts. He regarded culture as a result or “objectivation” of the human mind (or 
spirit).4 Related to Dilthey, body culture, gymnastics, sports, and games are 
objectivations or phenomena articulated in sporting acts or actions and fur-
thermore in texts, images, the arts and indeed any further form of expression. 
This means that attempts at explaining and understanding the complex cultural 
phenomenon of sport relies on hermeneutic methods to evaluate all kinds of 
relevant sources related to the phenomenon of sport especially visual ones.  
4.  Photosport – An Example of Visual Sources in Sport 
History and Its Interpretation 
Herman Bausinger, one of the founders of empirical cultural studies in Germa-
ny, clarified the difference between the complex reality of a crucial sport event 
on the one hand, and its specific perception and interpretation through photos 
on the other hand when he analysed the official photo albums of the Berlin 
Olympics of 1936. They had been distributed millionfold by the German ciga-
rette company Reemtsma at that time (Bausinger 2009). People could buy a 
blank album, and every time they bought a pack of cigarettes, they got a photo 
of an athlete or another image to stick into the album. This marketing strategy 
                                                             
4  See the biographical draft in the Neue Deutsche Biographie (NDB), written by Otto Friedrich 
Bollnow: <https://www.deutsche-biographie.de/gnd118525727.html#ndbcontent> (Accessed 
April 2, 2017). 
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directed by Leni Riefenstahl. However, their premiere was in 1938, two years 
after the Games, on the occasion of Hitler’s 50th birthday.  
All these media contributed to a popular cultural construction of the Berlin 
Olympics as a highlight of cultural and sporting life in Germany of the 1930s. 
It contrasted completely with the cultural construction of the Berlin Games by 
post-war professional historians. For them the Berlin Olympics were “Hitler’s 
Games” (Hart-Davis 1986). It is noteworthy that historians refer to mostly the 
same images as the much-emphasized visitors (Hübner 2017). 
In sum, various visual sources contribute to the construction of different im-
ages of the past. The same visual sources can even be interpreted in very dif-
ferent ways, as we also know from art historians and their attempts to analyse 
and interpret works of art. The obligation and responsibility of historians is to 
make these various perspectives and ways of interpretation and understanding 
transparent, through revealing the different sources and their nature. Visual 
sources certainly contribute to this multi-perspective approach to sports histori-
cal research. They are part of an essential paradigm of modern historiography, 
namely the relativity and limitation of historical studies and knowledge, de-
pending on both the historian’s interest and empirical evidence based on differ-
ent sources (Rüsen 2013).  
5.  Sporting Art 
Below, I would like to give another example of this relationship between the 
reality of sport and its communication by visual means. The famous paintings 
of so-called sporting art, a special genre of fine arts by mostly English painters 
since the 18th century, shows dogs and horses, generally racing and competing, 
and attended by gentlemen spending their time riding and fox hunting (Walker 
1972). Today, we would not recognize these paintings as depictions of sport, if 
British Art Historians had not categorized them as sporting art, and if we did 
not know that the early forms of English gentleman sport are regarded for the 
most part as animal sport, such as horse riding, fox-hunting, dog races, and 
fishing. Sporting art in this sense, as a technical term, is a cultural construction.  
Specifically, sporting art may be used to enhance our knowledge of various 
sorts of animal and gentleman sports, by analysing the various motifs or themes 
of these paintings. The clothing and posture of the gentlemen represent a spe-
cific habitus of this social group. Some sport historians have additionally inter-
preted the way racing horses were painted, stressing flying forelocks and long 
bodies that demonstrate speed and strength, as symbols of the main characteris-
tics of modern societies and modern sports, such as “performance, excitement, 
and speed” (Eichberg 1978). These three words – Leistung, Spannung, 
Geschwindigkeit – are the title of Henning Eichberg’s classical book, arguing 
that modern sport represents a new paradigm of body culture, full of dyna-
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mism, rapidity and strength, compared to the court society and its body culture, 
or to the body culture of German Turnen (German gymnastics). According to 
Eichberg, the typical body and social habitus of the court society was courtesy 
and tranquility, and that of German Turnen collectivity and popularity. 
What I want to convey with this example is that there is a difference be-
tween (1) specific practices in the past like horse riding and fox-hunting, (2) 
paintings displaying these practices, (3) categorizing these works as sporting 
art, and – finally – using (4) these paintings as visual sources for sport history. 
Sport historians must have and indeed have a certain understanding and con-
cept of sport and sport history, in order to use these paintings as a relevant 
historical resource on the genesis of sport. Therefore, they should surely reveal 
their historical interests, previous knowledge, and perspective, which form the 
basics of a hermeneutic access to such cultural and social phenomena as sports. 
The fact that painters used these motifs, representing social practices of the 
gentleman class such as horse riding and fox hunting, indicates that such sports 
were regarded as part of culture, even upper-class or higher culture, and the 
paintings as “art,” which were later defined by art historians specifically as 
sporting art.5 By contrast, at the same time in Germany, sport and gymnastics 
were not respected as culture, at least not as higher or sophisticated culture 
(Grupe 1987; Bausinger 2006). Furthermore, sporting art did not exist in Ger-
many at all (for the USA, see Guttmann 2011).  
6. English Sporting Art, German Reiterstandbilder, and the 
Running Prince 
To be sure, a larger number of so-called Reiterstandbilder – statues or monu-
ments of dukes, kings, emperors and (other) heroic warriors – still exist in 
Germany as elsewhere. However, these monuments are by no means sporting 
art, but remnants of former heroic societies before the modern age of sport 
(Münkler 2015). Mostly, the person is depicted statically and not in motion. 
Sitting on his horse, he represents power and dignity.  
During the 19th century, the prevailing and popular body culture in Germa-
ny was called Turnen – gymnastics. Gymnastics was for the lower and middle 
classes. “Gym was for Germans, the British played rather than exercised,” as 
Richard Holt pointed out (Holt 1992, 11). However, the German upper classes 
were indeed not familiar with Turnen and gymnastics, but rather with the Brit-
ish traditions of upper class sports and games. These entailed hunting, horse 
riding, sailing, and later – at the beginning of the 20th century – rowing, tennis, 
                                                             
5  See the website of the British Sporting Art Trust <http://www.bsat.co.uk/what-is-sporting-
art> (Accesses April 2, 2017). 
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and golf (but not cricket) and then motor sport. The Prussian King and German 
Emperor, and the house of Hohenzollern were indeed sporting fans, but not all 
interested in gymnastics (Langenfeld 2012).  
A grandnephew of the last German emperor William II, Prince Friedrich Karl 
von Preußen (1893-1917), even did athletics in the sporting club of Berlin 
Charlottenburg, managed by Carl Diem, who became the German “Mister 
Olympia” of 1936. The sculptor Ernst Gorsemann had created a statue of the 
running Prussian Prince Friedrich Karl, a pentathlete and horse rider. His 
mother and the sister of the empress, Luise Sophie of Prussia, had financed the 
statue in memory of the Prince who died at war (Diem 1974, 67-72). The mon-
ument was intended to decorate the area of the planned games of Berlin 1916, 
which were cancelled due to the First World War. The statue was exhibited in 
the 1920s at the forum of the German house of sport, located at the 
“Reichssportfeld,” where the Olympic stadium for the Berlin Olympics of 1936 
was erected. At the base of the monument, the following sentence had been 
engraved in the stone: “Der deutschen Sportjugend zum Vorbild” – As a Role 
Model for the German Sport Youth. Regrettably, the statue, made of bronze, 
was probably smelted in 1943, according to the historian Volker Kluge (Kluge 
2000, 45). Both this statue and the person of Prince Karl Friedrich represent in 
some way the transition of German society from a heroic one characterized by 
Prussian virtues and the military during Wilhelminism (the regency period of 
the Prussian emperor William II over the German empire), to a modern and 
sporting society, in which even the Princes did sport and athletics in sporting 
suits. In addition, he had not died like a classical warrior on his horse in battle, 
but as a military officer in an aircraft. The contrast between numerous Reiter-
standbilder of the ruling Prussian dynasty of the Hohenzollern, such as the last 
German emperor William II in Düsseldorf, and his grandnephew Prince Frie-
drich Karl, the runner, could not be more evident.  
Therefore, the statue of the running Prince Friedrich Karl of Prussia can be 
regarded as sporting art on the one hand, because the prince was eternalised as 
an athlete. But on the other hand, it is also a modernized version of the tradition 
of the feudal monuments of kings, emperors, and other German “heroes” like 
those of William II, Bismarck, and Hindenburg. By contrast to the running 
prince, these statues embody stability, power, and dignity representing the 
nation.  
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during the Olympic Games. However, Coubertin did not use the term sporting 
art. Rather, according to his vision of the Olympic Games, art was part of the 
Olympic festival, of his idea of Olympism, or of the Games which were them-
selves devised as a total work of art. Accordingly art competitions took place 
between the Games of Stockholm in 1912 and London in 1948. After these 
second Games in London, art competitions were abandoned, but art – music, 
fine arts, architecture, theatre and performance – developed as a stable, distinc-
tive, and indispensable part of the overall program of every Games since 1948 
(Stanton 2000; Kramer 2004).  
It was no coincidence that Coubertin included art in his concept of Olympic 
Games and sports. In 1896, the year when the first Olympic Games of modern 
times took place in Athens, Coubertin’s father, Charles Frédy, painted a work 
named “Jeux Olympiques 1896.” Charles Frédy de Coubertin lived from 1822 
until 1908. He was both wealthy and a well-known painter in France at that 
time. Apparently, on the one hand he supported the work of his son in reestab-
lishing the Olympic Games, and on the other hand, his son Pierre functional-
ized painting to underline his main aim of glorifying sports as a modern form 
of religion through fine art. Pierre used the painting as the title page of the 
newsletter of the International Olympic Committee, named “Revue Olym-
pique” (Camps Y Wilant 2016a).  
Coubertin regarded both sport and art as related to each other or even as ba-
sically the same thing. However, fine art should contribute to the apotheosis of 
sports or Olympic sports as a new, modern form of a secular religion, religio 
athletae, as he named it, or a religion of muscles, as some fans of the British 
cult of athleticisms stated. Similar to antiquity when arts had to glorify the 
Greek gods, in modern times, art should glamourize the modern, secular reli-
gion of sports. Arts and the humanities should become part of the modern 
Olympiads, as Coubertin said at the opening of a meeting in Paris, May 23, 
1906, where the modalities to integrate them were to be discussed. They should 
both contribute to “glorify practical sports” at the Olympics and for their own 
sake (Coubertin 1966). The critical and sceptical function of arts respecting 
society and sport, as modern art is expected to be today by contemporaries as a 
matter of course, was not implied by Coubertin. However, the artistic works 
which had been submitted at the Olympic art competitions included some 
which can also be interpreted as critical or sceptical towards sport; for example, 
representing athletes with faces distorted by pain and exertion.  
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art. They even enjoyed an excellent reputation worldwide. Modern art was as 
international as modern Olympic sport. When the Nazis came to power, their 
work was denounced as “entartet” (degenerate) in the view of the Nazi propa-
ganda. Today, their work is highly respected and prized, both by the art market 
and art scholars. They all belonged to the circle of modern artists sponsored by 
the art dealer and gallerist Alfred Flechtheim (1878-1937). He sponsored mod-
ern art and established a kind of European and international network for mod-
ern art (Dascher et al. 2011).  
One may well speculate about two issues. Firstly, why did the paintings of 
Baumeister, Liebermann, and Grosz not win any Olympic medals at the art 
competitions, and secondly, why did the concept of Olympic art competitions 
fail, although sports offered substantial scope to numerous fine artists? 
A possible answer to the first question might be that their paintings, which 
they submitted in the hope of winning Olympic art medals indeed included 
motifs of sport, but they cannot be interpreted as an apotheosis of sport as 
Coubertin imagined the function of art relating to Olympism. Liebermann, for 
example, was not actually interested in sport or high performance, but how the 
people of modern society spent their free or leisure time. Indeed, sporting activ-
ities were going to become essential activities. His painting of a polo player is 
less a study on that particular sport, but of the settings and habitus of the modern 
society, using impressionist styles, forms, and colors. However, Lieberman had 
intensively studied the specific movement of running horses and polo players. 
Yet, the paintings are much more than studies of movement, they also capture 
the scenery and atmosphere of leisure and pleasure sports in modern times. 
George Grosz’s portrait of “Max Schmeling the Boxer”7 (1926) does not 
show Schmeling as a sporting hero like antique athletes posing in statues. 
Schmeling’s fists look like those of a working man, a proletarian. He wears 
boxer shorts, but not boxing gloves. His fists remind us more of tools than of 
hands, and they are not protected by gloves like those of boxing athletes. 
Schmeling’s body posture is not upright like that of an athletic male model, but 
rather defensive, slightly bent forward. He looks muscular but not excessively 
powerful, even shy and cautious. His facial expression is stoic and without 
recognizable emotion. The painting shows Schmeling neither as a glorified 
winner nor as a dejected loser, but as a neutral fighter, more defensive than 
offensive. In sum, Schmeling is not depicted heroically. The painting may be 
perceived less as a symbol of sporting heroes, than as an existentialist allegory 
of the fighting modern man.  
Baumeister’s “female runner II,” painted in 1925, is part of a series of sport-
ing paintings that he created between 1922 and 1934.8 The painting shows a 
                                                             
7  <http://de.wahooart.com/@@/8XY3Y3-George-Grosz-Max-Schmeling-der-Boxer> (Ac-
cessed May 28, 2018). 
8  Following <http://alfredflechtheim.com/werke/laeuferin-ii/> (Accessed July 21, 2016). 
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female runner on a track. The figure is painted in a diagonal from the toes at 
the bottom left hand side of the picture up to the head in the top right corner. 
She is apparently running at high speed around a track. Her look is that of a 
typical modern sportswoman, with a blue headband and short hair, fashionably 
cut in the style of an “Eton crop.” Her face and physiognomy are androgynous, 
and she does not express any emotion, neither of enjoyment nor effort. Her 
view is simply fixed on the next corner she must pass as quickly as possible. 
The body of the runner is athletic, slim, fit, and trained. She is naked like an-
cient athletes, whereas the young man lying on the pitch, painted in blue, and 
watching the female runner quite impassively, wears shorts. In the background, 
buildings with a modern, functional sporting architecture can be identified. The 
figures are painted in the style of a poster, geometric and two-dimensional, 
with clear lines and colours, functional, without any decoration. 
According to art historians, Baumeister adopted the style of the “Neue 
Sachlichkeit” (Karg-Baumeister and Beye 2002, 183). This genre, the “New 
dispassion,” prevailed during the Weimar Republic in various fields of art, 
especially in architecture and design. The famous architects Le Corbusier, 
Walter Gropius, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, all members of the so-called 
Bauhaus group of modern artists, typify this style of “Neue Sachlichkeit.” 
“New dispassion” implied and even underlined the spirit of rationality, sober-
ness, and clarity of modern times. 
Whatever the reasons, Baumeister did not receive a medal or even a laudato-
ry acknowledgment at the Olympic art competitions in Amsterdam during the 
IX Olympic Games. The painting is nevertheless typical of the artistic recep-
tion of this new societal phenomenon of sport. The painting of the female run-
ner includes some essential elements and settings of modern sport, namely 
athletes and spectators, emancipated females performing athletic sports, and 
male spectators, athletic bodies, strength and rapidity, functionality and ration-
ality. However, it seems that the complexity of the phenomenon of sport is not 
evident in Baumeister’s art. Modern sport is by no means as dispassionate and 
two-dimensional as Baumeister expresses it in his painting. By contrast, sport 
provides ample leeway for passion, excitement, and multidimensionality, in 
accordance with the conditions of the civilized modern world. 
Regarding the contributions of artists to the art competitions at the Olympic 
Games during the 1920s until the 1936 Games, one notices that a wide range of 
modern, contemporary artists participated in several categories at these contests. 
Their work represented both the differentiated and distinct commitment of 
artists in the world, respecting sport, sporting bodies, athletes, sporting archi-
tecture, literature, and music. Various artistic means were used to express how 
sport, as a phenomenon of the modern world, was received and transformed 
artistically into different subject matters and genres. Art in the context of sport 
became more than just a means of glorifying the Olympic movement. It included 
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an artistic discourse on sports in the civilized world. At the Los Angeles Olym-
pics in 1932, 540 artistic works from 24 nations were submitted to the juries.  
However, the Olympic art competition did not survive as part of the Olym-
pic Games. There is no space here to reflect and discuss in detail the reasons 
why. Sporting art in a wider sense became a genre of its own in contemporary 
art and culture, but not as art competitions in the context of the Games. The 
Games themselves developed towards an overall event of modern culture and 
media, including much more than sports and sport competitions. The opening 
and closing ceremonies are now general art and artistic displays of body and 
movement, often with respect to national traditions. They create a culture of 
their own, beyond the sporting competitions. However, art as a contest is not a 
part of the Olympics anymore, whereas various art contests could be estab-
lished independently of the Olympics in the media, like music contest and 
awards of every conceivable kind. “Olympiads” as symbols or models for 
contests of every kind were established, from mathematics or physics Olympi-
ads up to Olympiads for young scholars, the arts seem to remain free of con-
tests in a strict sporting sense.  
8.  Sporting Art in Socialist East Germany 
Finally, two examples of sporting art in Germany are discussed, both related to 
East German sport history. The guideline for my understanding and interpreta-
tion of these paintings was less that of art history but rather a sport historical 
approach. I hope that my interpretation will enhance our knowledge of sport in 
the historical and political context of the GDR.  
A major difference between sporting art, in contrast to other visual sources, 
is the work of the artist on his subject. It is not just a moment of sporting ac-
tion, captured on a screen, but the artist is following certain intentions through 
his work. As explained above with the paintings of Lieberman, Baumeister, and 
Grosz, artists consciously use certain forms and colours to create the effects, 
and they ultimately attempt (not always but often) to realize their vision – 
whether positive or negative – through their sporting motifs. Furthermore, the 
artistic work is part of a wider political and cultural context, which ought to be 
part of its understanding and interpretation.  
In the German context, Peter Kühnst is probably the most prominent expert 
in the field of sporting art in the GDR. He has collected and researched sport 
and art in the socialist German Democratic Republic (GDR) under the banner 
of “Sporting Art in der DDR” (Kühnst 1985, 1996). 
During the GDR period, as in other socialist or communist regimes behind 
the iron curtain after World War II, sport and art were both functionalized 
through Marxist ideology and the socialist structures of the “Arbeiter- und 
Bauernstaat” – the state of the workers and peasants, as the leaders of the GDR 
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called their own regime, which was in fact a tyrannical and oppressive “dicta-
torship of the proletariat,” in the manner of Lenin. Both sport and art had to 
contribute to the teleologically defined power and glory of socialism. 
In consequence, when GDR painters worked with sporting motifs or ath-
letes, the latter looked like workers in training suits, and indeed, this was both 
the reality and ideology of GDR sport, work, and art. A large collection of 
GDR sporting art was permanently exhibited in the buildings of the German 
Hochschule für Körperkultur (DHfK) in Leipzig – German University for body 
culture – some of them until today. 
Two examples of this style of GDR socialist realism as sporting art are ex-
plained below. First the painting “Swimmer”9 by Willi Sitte (1921-2013), a 
leading artist of the GDR and president of the GDR society of fine arts. This 
painting was created in 1971, one year before the Olympics of Munich in 1972, 
where GDR athletes celebrated an enormous triumph by defeating their ‘hostile 
brothers’ in the west of their common country.  
The following analysis of this painting is not an iconological one with re-
spect to outstanding art historians like Erwin Panofsky (Panofsky 1967). 
Loosely based on his method, we propose a ‘sporthistorical’ interpretation. The 
painting simply shows how athletes and sports were looked upon in the GDR. 
This could also be true of the work of a convinced socialist artist like Willi 
Sitte, namely reflecting hard work and the battle against a hostile environment. 
The swimmer combats troubled waters, painted in rather gloomy colors with 
broad strokes of the brush. Body and water merge into each other. For me as a 
viewer of the painting, the entire body fighting its way through the water with 
strong movements expresses extreme effort and a commitment to the obliga-
tions of a swimming athlete. The face of the swimmer cannot be recognized. 
What can be interpreted here is that in GDR sport, the individual athlete is not 
relevant, but rather his efforts, strength, struggles, and achievement for triumph 
– of GDR and socialism.  
The other example of a painting in the sporting art style of the GDR is the 
work of Bert Heller, entitled “Gustav Adolf Schur und die Jungen”10 (Gustav 
Adolf Schur and the Young Boys), dated 1959. Ilona Petzold, art scholar in 
Leipzig during the GDR-period and curator of an art exhibition in Leipzig in 
1983, identified this painting as the first classic work of GDR-paintings: “The 
painting […] was a real alternative to the loss of humanity during the period of 
late capitalism,” she maintained.11 
The painting shows the early GDR superstar, the cyclist Täve Schur, in front 
of some young boys, surrounded by bicycles (for a biographical draft see Meier 
                                                             
9  <https://www.bildatlas-ddr-kunst.de/item/5521> (Accessed May 28, 2018). 
10  <http://home.uni-leipzig.de/kustodie/ausstellungsarchiv/rasenballett/index.htm> (Accessed 
May 28, 2018). 
11  Petzold, quoted by Gerling in Kühnst (1985, 1, translation by the author). 
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2009). Everybody in the GDR knew Täve Schur. His face is in the center of the 
picture. He looks self-conscious, which is revealed by his face and body lan-
guage or, in general, habitus. His features are distinctive and strong-willed. 
Additionally, all figures are looking at the viewer of the painting. Täve and the 
boys want to convey a message to all viewers. This message seems to be clear: 
Täve Schur is a man who is ready and willing to build the new GDR. He is an 
idol, and the young generation should and will follow him. They even look like 
him, just younger. Their features are still infantile and soft, but if they act and 
work like Täve Schur, they will become strong and successful like him, not for 
their own sake, but for the future of the GDR. The picture also expresses that 
one was not alone as a sportsman in the GDR, but part of a strong collective, 
and supported by a modern state – symbolized by bicycles, produced by GDR 
industries and technicians.  
9.  Summary 
Visual sources are just one of numerous other categories of sources and docu-
ments with respect to the history of sport, but no doubt a very important one. 
Among visual sources in general, sporting art is again a special category. It is 
usually considered as a category of fine arts in art history. In this paper, various 
types of sporting art were discussed in order to contribute to a better under-
standing of the history of sports.  
Historians should be aware that visual sources need to be checked and ex-
amined critically, just like every other historical source or document. As a 
matter of course, the contextualization of every source, whether visual or writ-
ten etc., belongs to the set of methodical tools of historians. Furthermore, the 
use and interpretation of any source is dependent on the perspective of histori-
ans, on their intentions and the questions they raise, their theoretical back-
ground and not least, their context as historians. Naturally, this is also true for 
visual sources. 
Sporting art is a unique form of visual source. First, the source is the work 
of an artist. It is not just a copy of a sporting action or sporting scene as cap-
tured on camera, but an artistic construction. To be sure, photographers can and 
mostly do also construct their photos and edit them. Photos can also be manipu-
lated. It is difficult to judge whether a photo is entirely real or not. When artists 
or sculptors work with sporting motifs, they realize their artistic intentions by 
using forms and colours and other artistic means. They consciously create 
another artistic reality of sport beyond the real sport, including various and 
complex influences they are exposed to as artists in their time.  
Historians using sporting art as historical documents attempt to describe, 
explain, and understand the genesis and context of a specific work. Additional-
ly, in doing so, historians create another level of sporting reality. All in all, 
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sport and sporting art used as visual sources, are social and artificial construc-
tions on various levels.  
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